Write for this Book

It tells about one of the biggest improvements ever made in Bath equipment.

At last! A Shower Mixer has been invented that really regulates the temperature of the shower bath, regardless of pressure changes in the supply lines due to use of nearby showers, flush valves, etc.

THE POWERS REGULATOR CO., 2797 Greenview Ave., Chicago
36 years of specialization in Temperature Control
Offices also in Boston, New York, Toronto and 33 other cities
See your telephone directory.

One Reason Why I Wouldn’t Be a Manager

Of the problems that confront the manager of a golf club all but one seem to be susceptible to a rather completely satisfactory solution. That one remaining problem is a valid excuse if offered for a manager being driven to drink or to an asylum for the mentally unbalanced.

This is the problem of handling members with something to sell to the club. A member in the wholesale grocery, meat, soft drink or other business having golf clubs as a market thinks his own club should buy his product to the practical exclusion of all competing lines. And it must be said that he usually has some basis for his position.

Some competing products may have slightly better prices, they may be in fairly solid possession of the members’ favor, or they may be more desirable in many other respects. But see what happens when the management tries to convince the member with something to sell, should the manager be bold enough to try conviction instead of bowing to what he believes to be the inevitable. Or, if the manager does stock the member’s product and it doesn’t sell as swiftly as the member thinks it should, there’s still a thinly veiled mistrust of the manager on the interested member’s part. This reciprocity buying has every purchasing agent in the country worried, but in no other place does it figure where it makes as much misery as it does for the golf club manager.

How Minikahda Prepares for National Amateur

MINIKAHDA is going after all of the details of handling the National Amateur August 22-27, on a basis that supplies some valuable guidance for other clubs that may be hosts to important tournaments. Minikahda started its work with committee organization right after the National Amateur award was made.

CHARLES E. MADDOX CONSTRUCTION COMPANY

Let us construct your golf course according to your architect’s specifications, for a flat contract price.

Century Building    CHICAGO      Phone Harrison 4852
A general tournament committee composed of F. H. Stinchfield, president of the club, Senator W. F. Brooks, green chairman, and J. M. Harrison, was appointed to have general supervision of all of the activities. Committees appointed to handle the affairs of the tournament are: publicity, automobile and police, gallery, souvenir program, entertainment and transportation, finance, admissions, grounds, public welfare, house and caddies and scoring.

Senator Brooks and the club’s well-known greenkeeper, Charles Erickson, have been busy for months planning grooming of the course so it will be “in the pink” for the National Amateur.

Several new tees have been built, giving additional length to several holes. These tees have all been newly sodded and are in excellent condition. The old tees have been resodded, where necessary, so that every assurance can be given of a fair shot on the drive of every hole. The weather has been propitious in that there has been a plentiful rainfall and in addition to that, the fairways are being sprinkled day and night so that there are no burned out spots. The grass is heavy and thick. The fairways are kept constantly mowed and

Altitude

This aeroplane view of the famous Hot Springs, Arkansas, Course appropriately symbolizes the high quality of Scott’s Seed that made this wonderful turf possible. Mr. Jones’ letter reflects the enthusiasm of hundreds of green’s chairmen who are solving their turf problems with Scott’s Pure Seed.

Write today for detailed facts and a quotation.
The progress of each player will be evaluated at these points and relayed to large scoring boards erected near the starting tee.

More than one hundred fifty caddies will be required for the first two days of play, which include the qualifying rounds. The majority of these boys will be obtained from the carefully trained corps of Minn-Ihda caddies, but the best caddies from one of the other Twin City golf and country clubs will be asked to enter their names through the golf committees of their respective clubs.

Owing to the limited capacity of the club house, it has been decided to accommodate only the officials, club members, and players during the tournament week, but refreshment facilities for the hundreds who will comprise the galleries will be established on the grounds.

The automobile and police committee is giving much consideration to its problems. It is possible that soldiers from Fort Snelling may be secured to patrol the courses during the tournament week.

Checking Details of Course Architecture

Canadian Golfer has made a list of points that must be decided upon both in the architecture of the course and in the design and construction of the various holes. Having read it through, perhaps one realizes that the efficient professional architect is a valuable ally in the establishment and rearrangement of the golf course.

A. General Scheme:
1. Sporting possibilities: (a) Professional player; (b) Amateur champion; (c) Average player. Good design will provide for all three classes of players.
2. Beauty of design: (a) Natural; (b) Artificial.
3. Practical application: (a) Simple upkeep; (b) Elaborate upkeep.

B. Detailed Scheme:
1. Number per hole: (a) Single; (b) Multiple.
2. Shape: (a) Parallelogram; (b) Unconventional.
3. Elevation: (a) Built-up; (b) Level with terrain.